
Wayne

Gym Handy
Hardwood Floor Cleaner
Daily Maintainer
Pre-seal Prep

�  No residue
�  No streaks
� No rinse
� Safe for sealed wood floors

Gym Handy is a concentrated, residue-free cleaner formulated for main
tenance of sealed hardwood floors. Wayne's no rinse mop treatment
is a must for sports floors.

Wood sports floors are especially vulnerable to tracked and dried
food spills, body oils and oily dustmop treatments. Dirt and grit will
harm gloss and speed the wear of finish. Regular maintenance with
Gym Handy corrects all these problems.There is no need to drag
out heavy machinery. Simply clean with Gym Handy on a clean
dry mop.
No rinse is necessary. Floor dries in minutes, without residue,
and ready for use. Wayne Gym Handy is an excellent spot cleaner
for black marks, rubber burns, tape remnants and oily film. A
spray and wipe application dissolves these problems without
leaving a trace. For deep cleaning or for preparation recoat, Gym
Handy is the product of choice for automatic scrubbers or floor ma-
chines.

Whatever your need or choice of application, you will be pleased with
Wayne Gym Handy's  results.

Directions
Dust Removal: Dilute with 4 parts water (32 oz. concentrate to 1
gallon water). Spray clean dust mop until damp. Sweep floor.
Respray as needed.
Spot Cleaning: To remove black marks or tape residue dilute with
4 parts water (32 oz. concentrate to 1 gallon water). Spray on spot.
Wipe with clean cloth or wiper.
Deep Cleaning: To remove oily deposits and marks dilute 8 oz.
concentrate per gallon of water. Scrub with automatic scrubber
or floor machine and wet/dry vacuum.
Recoat Preparation: Automatic Scrubber/Wet System.
1. Dust mop floor to remove dust and grit.
2. Scrape up any gum or tape.
3. Dilute Gym Handy with four parts water (32 oz. per gallon of water) in scrubber solution tank.
4. Set up automatic with red scrub pads backing 120 grit sand screens.
5. Scrub floor using overlapping passes going across the grain. Scrub slowly, about 1 step per second. Use just enough

solution to wet the floor and prevent dusting. Do not pick-up the solution as you scrub on first pass. Make a second
pass following the grain.  Pick up solution as you scrub. Change screens every 500 square feet. Do not allow floor
to dry between passes.

6. Change the solution tank to a 64-1 dilution (2 ounces concentrate per gallon of water). Rescrub screened area in full
automatic mode using red pads only ... no screens. Make sure floor is completely clean and dust free.

7. Dust mop floor using 4 parts water to 1 part Gym Handy on a clean mop. Spray mop until wet but not dripping.
Respray as needed. Change heads.

Manufactured by:
Wayne Concept Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Fort  Wayne, IN 46825     1-260-482-8615
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